At Guerrilla, we take great pride in our character designs, and we love it when they inspire you to create your own art. Please do not hesitate to reach out if you're planning to cosplay as, or create any other form of art of Aloy or one of the other characters from Horizon Forbidden West.
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Aloy is as skilled with her spear as she is with her bow. She wields the two together with masterful precision.

The Quen Commander outfit is a heavy armor designed for close quarters and taking heavy blows. When equipped, it dramatically bolsters the damage done by resonator strikes. This attribute makes it the perfect armament when mixing long and short-range combat.
Aloy has freckles on her nose, cheeks and forehead. The only make-up she applies is a dark eyeliner.
This armor headpiece is made from machine parts and fish leather.

It’s held with linen rope and embellished with nacre shells.
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On her left arm, Aloy wears padded bracers made of linen rope. Her shoulders and the backs of her hands are shielded by fish leather.
Aloy’s right arm adds an elbow-length sleeve of fish leather and twisted wool cloth.
The Quen Commander outfit can include several small-to-medium pouches made of fish and manta leather, attached using machine plates.
Aloy carries her arrows in a leather quiver dyed to match her armor.

- Crochet inner lining
- Manta leather
- Woven wool
The bottom of this armor consists of a ribbed crochet skirt lined with linen rope with tasseled ends. These are held together using leather bands along the bottom of the skirt and orange woven wool along the top.
Aloy wears crocheted pants beneath the skirt. From the knees down, her legs are protected by chausses made from linen rope, twisted cloth, and Nacre shells, then reinforced with machine parts.